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AS President
·Jo Be Under
Investigation

by Jeff Lorello
.
Managing Editor
AS President Pat Hayes came
under fire during Monday's AS
Legislature meeting, and the result
ended in a committee formed to
"investigate the possible misappropriation of AS Funds."
When Hayes asked exactly what
the purpose of the committee was
Legislator
. . John Sanchez answered''
saying 1t was to "investigate possible allegations of misappropriation
of funds and to formulate charges
accordingly."
Sanchez said it was not the in!.en~ion to "~eceive" Hayes, but to
bring out in the open" certain
questions and charges concerning
the executive branch, namely
Hayes.
11
ltems of Information"
Legislator Vic Pestrin brought
forth the charges, called them
"items of information ," when he
pointed out instances in three
bills- 73-74/124, 73-74/1 21 , and
74-75./168- that allegedly have
led .to misappropriation of funds.
It was Pestrin's contention the

AS President, as chief executive of·
ficer, is responsible for all legisla·
tion passed and should be held accountable if that legislation is improper or unlawful.
Committee Formed
After the legislature agreed to
set up a committee to look into the
charges, a bizarre set of events concerning who should be on the committee took place.
Emotional debate on whether
students-at-large should be seated
on the committee was led by Jim
Green and opposed by nearly every
other legislator.
Members of the gallery took
~reen's side on the issue, declaring
1t was their right to sit in on such
proceedings. Members of th e
legislature contended, as elected
student representatives, they were
the qualified party.
The legislators eventually voted
to seat only themselves on the committee, with Jim Green voting no
and Rhonda Cand ler abstaining.
The Chair Is Challenged
As Speaker Nisker proce~ged to
name Nancy Knig ht , Rhonda

Candler, Richard Spaulding, Jim
Green, Chris Hickey, and Hakeem
Adebesin to the committee he was
immediately cha llenged by John
Sanchez.
Sanchez asserted, "This action
forces our hand to form a com·
mittee, and further causes all the
legislators to be on tha t committee.
Nisker, after some indecision ,
opened the floor for discussion.
Nancy Knigh t took issue on
Sa~chez's remark , saying the
legislators that had been appointed
were "insulted."
Knight furthe r declared any
legislator can be present and have
input.
The Legislature then agreed with
Sanchez and Pestrin voting no, to
allow the appointments to stand.
Meanwhile, Hayes requested to
be informed on the status of the
preceedings against him and to be
confronted with the charges so he
could reply.
Th e com mittee agreed , and
Speaker Nisker noted the time limit
on the proceedings would be two
weeks f rom l ast Mo nda y ' s
legislature meeting.
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Governor's Budget Discussion

Ewsc Expansion Plans Outlined
by Jay Wilson
News Editor
Expansion at Eastern, at least for
·the coming years, looks dim, but
some construction will continue, as
the state legislature is getting
tougher.
Each biennium, Eastern submits
a capital budget to the Governor

Fees Committee

and eventually to the legislature.
This budget outlines money that
will be needed for ongoing projects,
for maintenance and remodeling,
renovation, and construction of new
projects.
It also contains plans for long
range expansion and upkeep of the
campus, up to ten years in advance,
and shorter range plans up to five
years in advance.

Increase Noted

President Emerson Shuck said in
the past Eastern has been "increasing on the average of 15 per
cent per year" and the administratio.n didn't know where they were
going to put classes or where
students were going to live.
During this period the college
was pla~ning on an eventual enroll-

Memo To Haies Discussed
When questioned if this last point
could possibly do away with· the
legislature 's budgeting power ,
Hayes confessed there were
"minor" points that had to be
cleared up with President Shuck.
SUBOC Chairman Denn is Brandt
challenged Hayes, saying there
were major points and it would be
" tragic" if the proposa l were
accepted.
Brandt also declared the
proposal was unconstitutional in
that the constitution reads the
power of budgeting shall be vested
in the AS Legislature and shall not
be transferred . He told the
legislature , "Yo ur say so in
budgeting is being eliminated. "
Hayes denied the charge saying
the legislature ·" may make
suggestions," and declared it was a
matter of inte rpreta tion if the
legislature does indeed have any
power within the confines of the
new proposal. He said they did as
he interpreted it.
The legislature, apparently not
convinced of either argument and
waiting on the outcome of a later
me~ting between Shuck and Hayes,
decided to agai,1 postpone the
matter for another week.
In other matters the legislature
took these actions:
AS PRESIDENT PAT HAYES fingers the notorious memo that caused him to
- Passed a bill calling for the
be interrogated by the AS legislature Monday. The memo concerns formula· removal of a legi slator if said
tion of a Services and Activities Fees Committee to be composed of legislator misses three meetings in
students and faculty. Seated with Hayes is EWSC President Emerson the course of one quarter.
Shuck.

At Monday's AS Legislture
meeting, portions of a memo from
EWSC President Emerson Shuck to
AS President Pat Hayes, became
points of contention, with Hayes
bearing the brunt of some student
displeasure.
The memo, sent last week to
Hayes, calls for a proposed Services
and Activities Fees Committee to
be set up c~nsi_s~ing of the AS

Speaker, four legislators and three
faculty members.
The memo also · calls for the
proposed committee to send their
budget requests to the AS
Legislature, who then makes
recommendations on the requests.
The requests and recommendations
are then sent to President Shuck
and the Board of Trustees for approval or disapproval.

ment ot ten to twelve thousand
students and the legislature was
more lenient in allowing planning
and some execution of expansion
programs.
This is not the case anymore,
Shuck noted. Enrollment has leveled
off, money has become tight, and
t~e legislature has taken the position of waiting until a specific need
arises in a certain area before they
allow funding for a project.
This means expansion at Eastern
may slow down for the next few
years. Dr. Shuck said current plans
call for renovation and updating
rather than new construction.
No New Science Building

He said there were formerly
plans to build a new three to fou r
million dollar science building.
Instead these plans have been
~cra~ped and Isle Memorial Building
1s being renovated and he is hoping
to get funding to have Ma rtin Hall
remodeled to accomodate some
science programs.
. He said the highest priority now
1s to get authorization to do preplanning on the Martin Hall project.
He said t he legisla tu re has
adopted a wait and see attitude. If
they cannot establish a current
speci fic need they are not likely to
fund a project, or pre-planning for
the project.

Fieldhouse to be Replaced

The legislature has allowed
development of the Health and P-.E.
project s and should continue to
allow this project to be completed.
The project was begun to replace
the outdated ~ 1eldhouse.
The Governor's budget which
should receive action soon, has
allowances for a facility at Turnbull
Game Preserve, for construction of
Phase IV of the HPE complex, and
for centra lization of Plant Services.
Several other projects were
proposed in Eastern 's Ca pital
Budget, but were not listed in the
Governor's Budget so they will
probably not be considered by the
legislature.
Among th e projects Eastern
wanted to undertake was an addition to Kennedy Library and creation of an addition wing for the
Ca mpu s Schoo l for a nu rse ry
school.
Like the operating budget, the
Capital budget must be prepared on
the basis of a formula in some instances. Shuck said Eastern does
not need more classroom space according to the fo rmula and would be
hard pres se d conv inc ing t he
legislature it did. This is another
reason new construction is not
bei ng allowed.

Fraternity Lends AHand
Studen ts from the Antonian
School in Cheney were treated
rec~ntly t?, the movie "Swiss Family
Robinson, at the Fox Theatre in
Spokane, by members of the winter
pledge class of Alpha Kappa Psi
1975 as their pledge project.
According to Alpha Kappa Psi
sp~kesman , t he . children not only
enJoyed the movie but also various
treats provided by the pledge class
members.
Sister Antonia, director of the

Anto ni an Schoo l ex pressed
pleasure at the event and said
projects of this nature are extremely helpful to the children's development.
Members of the pledge class
were Denn is Ankenbrand, Doug
Coss~tte, Jack Charbonnea u, Greg
Hastings, Jerry Howe, Mi ke Lemm
Doug Lewis, Ron T. Schetter Ke~
Trippett, Bruce Utter, and 'Tom
Fischer.

(•

The' Easterner

Letters to the Edi·tor

Editorials

Personality Conflict

by Jeff Lorello
Managing Editor
Last week the Easterner printed an editorial declaring we were in favor
of President Shuck's proposal concerning the formation of a Services and
Activities Fees Committee. We were led to believe, by statements in a
Shuck memo, and discussion with AS President Pat Hayes, the new committ~e would be in accordance with a plan agreed upon last spring by a
special ad hoc group.
But alas, we were had. Shuck apparently failed to notice a clause in the
ad hoc group's recommendation saying the budget, after being drawn up by
the Services and Activities Fees Committee, would go before the
legislature, "for approval or disapproval." This is a far cry from his proposal
to send the budget to the legislature "to make recommendations." Tut, tut
Mr. Shuck.
And what of our man Hayes. Well it can only be concluded Hayes was out
to lunch. on the whole bloody matter. He had assured the Easterner the
proposal "was the next best. thing to the proposed constitutional amendment coming before the Board of Trustees" full student control of student
fees. Investigation by the Easterner showed otherwise. What in fact the
new proposal would be is a giant step backwards, eliminating any legislative
power in the budgeting process. Tut, tut Mr. Hayes.
A brief review of the services and activities fees saga shows at one time
students ha~ control of student money to the point where they bud~eted
the academic departments (drama, art, etc.). But in the ever increasing
choke hold on student money, administered by President Shuck and the
Board of Trustees, students are at the point where they should consider a
plan authorizing them token authority in the disbursal of their money.
It has been pointed out "student input" would be available, a la
legislative recommendations, but what affect will that "input" have if it is
not stipulated as authority.
It a change is needed we seriously recommend President Shuck to reconsider, and President Hayes to get it together, and approve the plan of last
spring's ad hoc committee as is.

Paul's Parables

. . ...

During the First World War, the little principality of Balagore fielded its
entire Navy on the side of the Allies for the purpose of freeing the shipping
lanes of German U-boats.
Now, there was nothing strange about a country launching its entire
Navy in "the war to end all wars", except Balagore had but one ship.
But of, what a ship it was. An aircraft carrier. Five hundred and twentynine feet of rubberized, inflatable, aircraft carrier.
The reason why the little country constructed this revolutionary new
weapon was out of necessity. Balagore Day was too small to store such a
large ship after the hostilities were over. In addition, Admiral Zumfelt, the
father of the rubberized, inflatable Navy had a spare bedroom in which he
could store the juggernaut by simply pulling the stopper and folding it along
the dotted lines.
Admiral Zumfelt, a true pioneet, was world renowned for his experimentation with rubberized, inflatable weapons of war.
His first try ended in failure when his rubberized, inflatable submarine
failed to submerge. His destroyer kept falling on its side, much to the consternation of the Admiral and his crew.
The only .problem with the carrier was, when the planes tried to land, they
would hit the deck and bounce right back into the air again. But that was
only a minor problem. Balagore didn't have any airplanes anyway.
In its first engagement, the carrier was destroyed by a German secret
weapon (two sailors in a row boat and a long stick with a nail on the end of
it) and went down with all hands.
The only one to survive was the Admiral.
When he was brought aboard the German battleship, Gatsbee, for the
surrendering ceremonies, he tripped and fell on the metal deck. He was
killed instantly.
You see, he wasn't used to hard ships.
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Bad Advice last Week

,,

1

the various councils, committees,
etc., of the college.
I am able to cite a "precedent"
experiment
by a student union Dear -Editor:
Dear Editor,
cafeteria
which
posted about 30%
What do I think of EWSC
I would like to draw the attention
of
its
main
seating
area
for
nonbecoming
a university?
of co-legislators to the fact that
smokers.
It
was
so
pleased
with
the
I
look
at
it from this analogy. It's
legislative meetings are meant for
success
of
the
section
that
it
subreminiscent
of McDonald's. In their
deliberation rather than confrontasequently had it completely par- case they introduce a new product
tion. While constructive criticisms
should be allowed, and challenges titioned off and carpeted. A non- rather than blatantly raise their
to the chair made, the Speaker, who smoke rs' area at concerts and prices which may influence their
is the Lord of the House, is the sole movies is probably a less radical sales. In the same effect EWSC is
authority who upholds the territorial notion: I don't recall ever before introducing a new product called unintegrity of the House while in ses- having been at a place where iversity. This in essence is supposed
sion. But the last meeting of the smoking was permitted at such to ease the pain of additional costs
without affecting enrollment.
A.S. legislature on the 24th of functions.
In the current newspaper discusI think this is great for the
February was turned into an avenue
college,
but not for the student. The
sion
of
the
proposed
State
Board
of
for personality conflict.
additional
money required for the
Health
regulation
to
require
nonThere is no smoke without fire,
status
of
university
is not worth the
smokers'
seating
in
restaurants,
so people say. It all started after the
new
name
and
the
additional three
appointment of Legislator Vic many have voiced doubt that there
Pestrin to the Bookstore Com- are nol'.1-smokers who would desire letters we acquire.
Another point is that of choice,
mittee was withdrawn at the such an accommodation and that
eleventh hour by the A.S. President smokers would respect a non- unlike McDonalds, we will not be
after an alleged act of irresponsibili- smoking area. For the event that an able to take the regular instead of
ty. This was finally accepted by the eye-witness account may diminish the quarter pounder.
Bob Cook
Legislature. In response to this, such doubts, I report that I have
seen
smokers
stray
in
among
Junior
legislator Pestrin brought in some
dozens
of
abstainers
in
a
nonPsychology
reports of misappropriation of A.S.
funds. Is this an after-thought? This smoking section and, in most every
led to attacks and counter-attacks case, they experienced a congenial
expansion of awareness.
'
in the House.
As for the matter of smoking at II
The Speaker, while executing his
A meeting of the
duties in his official capacity as the meetings: I was recently enPublications
Board will take
leader of the House, displayed his couraged by the decision of an
place tomorrow in room 3F of
good sense of duty, maturity, and academic department (at another
the
PUB, at 2 p.m. The
school)
to
ban
smoking
at
its
sagacity by appointing a six-man inmeeting's
purpose is to con·
business
meetings.
The
rationale
vestigation committee to look into,
sider
and
approve
an editor of
was,
I
believe,
that
at
least
where
and submit findings and recomThe
Easterner
for
spring
attendance
is
a
question
of
mendations on the alleged
quarter.
professional
obligation
or
responmisappropriation of A.S. funds. This
appointment was also jeered and sibility, the comfort and/or health of
booed at by a section of the House the non-smoker should receive first 11
before the Speaker ruled the action consideration.
Sincerely yours,
out of order.
Wayne 8. Kraft
Surely, there have been in history
legislators who were heroes without
heroics, and there were those who,
while in pursuit of worthy causes,
employed methods that were a
complete negation of their stands.
Co-legislators, do not let us allow all
the things that made a legislature
famous disapear from Eastern
Washington State College, and be
subjected to things that have.
debased the House and brought
many an empire crumbling down.
Let us execute our duties in the
best possible way without fear or
favor, and bear in mind that we
represent the Student Body rather
than out individual self, and note
that when two elephants fight, it is
the grasses that suffer. It is apparent that much can be achieved
by Leo Rules
this way; afterall it isn't cruelty to
Contributing Editor
pick a flower from the mud. Good
luck to Everyone.
As most potential g_raduates are ~ware, forecasts for the 1975 degree
Hakeem Adebesin holder are the worst since 1946. This, coupled with reports being bandied
AS legislator Pos. 6 ab~ut on ~ow worthless a degree is nowadays, presents a bleak and
ominous picture for the June job-seeker.
To counter these ar~uments a~d lend a bit of confidence to the June
graduates, we would hke to point out significant intangibles of postsec~ndary education that are not available to others.
First and foremo~t is accompli_
shment. The ability to struggle through
Dear Editor:
four Y.ea~s of schoohn~, wheth~r .1t be meaningful education or academic
bullsh1~, 1s a~ acco~phshm~nt in itself. For prosprective employers not to
As I was walking across campus recognize this fact _is a ma1or oversight, and significant loss on their part.
this m.orning I overheard a student . To succes.sf~II~ accomplish this unde.rtaking, a large amount of discipline
say to a friend: "I just hate it when 1s needed. D1sc1pline, as we are all told, ,s a necessary virtue to get into, and
they smoke in class." This is the successfully ·maintain within our society. If this is true, then why overlook
sort of confession on which the con- the college graduate,. who works laboriously over term papers, stays up
sciousness of the underground non- hours on end studying for finals, and tenaciously listens throughout
smoker thrives and it became the classroom lectures.
final impetus for this letter in the
Another major advantage is one we call "depth." Students always stumcause of non-smokers' liberation.
ble through the general education requirements of Math 1 Science
By way of corrective atonement Humanities, Social $cience and the rest, looking for some justi fication of
for the days when I permitted why these .unrelated co.urse~ have to be taken. We offer no justification,
smoking in my classes (before I and somet1m~s even question the motive, nevertheless, even the ones
realized how much how many non- among us who find these courses difficult and irrelevant retain some of the
smokers were troubled by used information presented.
smoke), I would like to suggest to
Does it mat~er t~at information regarding igneous rocks, Egyptian
~lassr~om smokers that they are num~rals, Mach1avell1, sentence structure, and political life will have no
imposing some unpleasantness on bearing on our future endeavors? The simple fact this information has
their colleagues. I remind non- • deepened our minds and broadened our horizons is reasor:i enough to give
smokers that the classroom is one us an edge in seeking employment.
of the few places where college
In addition, the mere fact of being exposed ·to these different areas as
regulations support them.
people, tends to give us a certain sensitivity and broader scope regarding
, It is perhaps also well to ad- life on the outside.
vocate in the forum of the Easterner
In light of the aforementioned intangibles, something call ~onfidence is
( 1) the establishment of well - ~pawn~d. Are '!"e to believe confidence is an unneeded asset in seeking a
post~d a~d accessible non-smoking Job? With confidence comes a certain vitality. Even idealism. It seems the
secti_ons in the PUB eating facilities present situation calls for such qualities, yet we hear these qualities are un·
and in concerts and movies and (2) important.
the consideration of a ban on
Accomplishment, discipline, depth, sensitivity, confidence- not bad adsmoking at business meetings by vantages to go along with a worthless degree, eh?
·

McDonald's Analogy

Easterner
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In Defense Of Degrees

Smoking Stance
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In My Opinion: EWSC Or EWSU?
Do you favor 11 University"
designation for Eastern?

Bob Cook
Junior - Psychology
I don't particularly care about it.
can't afford the increase in costs.

Mary Brown
Freshman - Applied Psychology
I'm satisfied with Eastern as it is
because I have my program outlined
and I don't want my tuition to go up.
Betty Pond
Graduate Student
Applied Psychology
Thete are differences in the
structure of a college and a university. My general impression of
Universities is that they have a
more expanded program. As far as
making more things available to a
person in a decentralized area, if
this is what it means, it will cost a
lot more money.

Abdallah Amr
Junior - Undeclared
It would be nice, especially
before I graduate. I'd like to
graduate from a University, I'd get a
better job.

Wally Powers
Post Graduate
Broadcast Journalism
If students are· going to i>e
treated like adults they should be
treated like adults. If the prestige of
a degree increases by leaps and
bounds, then I'm totally in favor of
it.

f acuity News Noles
Donald C. Wall, Associate Professor
of English and Humanities read a
paper entitled "Outside the Law:
The Rise of the Black Oriental.Wasp
Vigilante" at ttie Western Popular
Cul tu re Association 's annual
meeting in Pomona, Calif. On Mar.
21, at the fifth annual meeting of
the Popular Cu_lture Association,
Wall will be reading anot~er paper
entitled "Ecology and the Detective
Novel.
A color photograph by Professor
Karl R. Morrison has been used as
the cover design of January's Arts
and Activity Magazine, a nationally
distributed art publication.
Paintings by Dr. Gregory W.
Hawkings, Assistant Professor of
Art, and Tom Askman, Assistant
Professor of Art represent EWSC
and its art department in the
current "Survey of Painting" show
at the 2nd City Gallery in Spokane.
John Massengale, EWSC head
football coach, had a book published

CdmeCheck

Visitor Injured In Fall
An 18 year old Indian .man from
Republic, Wa., is in critical condition
with a broken pelvis and chest injuries he sustained when he fell
from a fifth floor window of Pearce
Hall Feb. 22.
Henry S. Stensgar is under intensive care at Deaconess Hospital in
Spokane. He was originally taken to
St. Luke's Hospital in Spokane, but
was transferred Feb. 24 to receive
more specialized treatment for his
injuries.
According to the complaint filed
with Campus Safety, Stensgar had
barricaded himself in room 506,
thrown a chair and other articles
through the window, and thrown
beer bottles at anyone who entered
the room.
Campus Safety· Patrolman Ken
King stated in his report, "Each time
I tried to talk to him he (Stensgar)
threw a beer bottle at the door."
Since King could not enter the room
and Stensgar would not come out
King called the Campus Safety of·
fice for assistance.
·
When Sgt. Don Popejoy arrived
he knocked on the door and talked
Stensgar; into unlocking it. Popejoy
could only open the door about half
way bec~use the beds were
turned up against the door.
According to the report Stensgar
was very intoxicated and Popejoy
tried to talk him into coming out of
the room. The report read, he
started throwing full bottles of beer
at Pop_ejoy.
Popejoy then went outside to the
• police van to radio the Cheney
Police Department for assistance in
removing Stensgar from the room.
When leaving the van at 4:30
p.m. Popejoy heard someone yell ,at
him from Dressler Hall that
someone had fallen out of the fifth
floor of Pearce.
Popejoy ran to the back of
Pearce where he found Stensgar

lying face down on the sidewalk
bleeding badly from the no?e and
mouth, but still alive.
·
Jerue's ambulance and the
Cheney Fire Department took
Stensgar to the Student Health
Center and he was later taken to St.
Luke's Hospital.
Popejoy called various campus
officials, including his superiors,
President Shuck and Vice President
of Student Services Daryl Hagie, to
inform them of the incident.
One of the witnesses to the incident was Bob Mulbert of Pearce
Hall, who was standing about 30
feet from where Stensgar fell.
Hulbert gave The Easterner this account of how Stensgar fell:
Stensgar was sitting at the window, then ran in the room out of
sight and back to the window when~
he tried to clear the remaining glass
out of the bottom window.
Mulbert then said Stensgar
placed his hands on the window like
he was going to jump, and "it looked
like he just passed out and fell."
Mulbert said Stensgar hung by his
feet for 60-80 seconds before
falling to the concrete below, landing on his head and shoulder.
Randy Heintz, the occupant of
the adjoining room, told The
Easterner what happened in the
room shortly before Stensgar
started throwing things:
Heintz said shortly after 3 p.m.
he heard what sounded like people
wrestling in the room next door
(506). The door then slammed, really hard, and Heintz went to his door
and saw an Indian, apparently the
one assigned to that guest room for
Indian Awareness Week, go down
the hall.
Later Heintz said he heard glass
breaking and went next door to see
what was going on. He knocked on
the door, and no one answered, so
he opened it. Stensgar was inside

DON'T SWEAR· COMPARE

THE NEWSSTAND IS STILL THERE
Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years.
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.·9 p.m. daily (6 p.111.-Sat.)

235.4101

''-

420 1st.
~-~--~~,..,.,..

Bob Mullins
Junior - Biology
It would increase the status of a
degree and it would make more
funds available to the college. It
would expand the departments and
allow more education 'for the
students. Minority groups and
minority studies would benefit. too,
because of more money.

with a beer bottle ready to throw at
whoever opened the door.
Heintz contacted Ken Walker,
the RA on duty at the main desk,
who came up_and knocked on the
door. No one answered so he
opened the door and Stensgar
threw a full bottle of beer at Walker
who retreated and called Campus
Safety.
According to Campus Safety
sources, Stensgar was apparently
visiting the registered guest in room
506 and was not a student at
EWSC. He was not here in association with the Indian Awareness
Week.
EWSC student, Jerusalem
Vahslovick cut himself on the face
and forehead with broken glass Feb.
16. According to the report t_he
Pearce Hall resident was in· ·
toxicated when the incident occurred.
.
The report stated earlier in the
evening Vahslovick and Brad
Cossette, also of Pearce Hall, had
"a few words and a small scuffle
over a lounge chair."
Vahslovick was treated at the
Student Health Center.
Pat O'Donnell, PUB Student
Manager, reported to Campus Safe.ty Feb. 17 someone had broken into
the electric ping-pong machine
taking approximately $110 and
causing $25 damage to the
machine.
According to the report a tool
such as a screwdriver was used to
pry open the door of the machine.
11
11

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNI ·
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program .
w111 offer June 30 to August 9,
anthropology, art, ectue::1tion . folk·
lore. geography, history, govern·
ment. language and literature.
Tuition and fees, $190 ; bo ard and
room with Mexican family $245 .
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, 413 New Psychology,
University of Arizon a, Tucson ,
Arizona 85721.

1
'

recently entitled "Principles and
Problems of Coaching," published
by the Charles C. Thomas
Publishing Co. , Springfield, Ill. His
second book, "Defensive Football:
Coaching the Pro 4-3 Defense," is
designed as part of the preparation
for coaching certification now
required in 18 states and will be
published by Parker Publishing Co.,
West Nyack, N.Y. It will be on the
market later this vear.
Bob Johnson, Art instructor, will
compete for awards in the "Seattle
Walls " Mural Competition this
month.
Dr. Harold K. Stevens, professor
of speech and drama is currently
directing the play "Our Town " at the
college theater.
Bob Kraut, teaching assistan.t in
Art, visited Washington State
University to deliver works of EWSC
printmaking students in an
exchange show.

( Wbal's Happening
Today:

l

"Our Town" - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
"Man of La Mancha" - 8:15 p.m. - Showalter Aud.
Tomorrow: "Our Town" - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
David Loggins Concert - 8 p.m. - PUB
"Man of La Mancha - 8:15 p.m. - Showalter Aud.
Saturday: Film "Cinderella Liberty" - 7:30 p.m. - PUB
"Our Town" - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
"Man of La Mancha"-8:15 p.m.-Showalter Aud.
Sunday: Julie Scholer Jr. Recital - 4 p.m. -Music Recital Hall
Jazz Ensembles uf Spokane - 7:30 p.m. - PUB
Monday: Film "Cinderella Liberty" - 7:30 p.m. - PUB
Faculty Piano Recital - 8:15 p.m. - Music Recital Hall
Tuesday: Film "Each Dawn I Die", "Fog Over Frisco", & a Newsreel - 3
p.m. & 7:30 p.m. - PUB
NAIA National Wrestling - Sioux City, Iowa
Wednesday: Film "Alice's Restaurant" - 3 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. - PUB
"Man of La Mancha" - 8: 1'5 p.m. - Showalter Aud .
Wrestling - Sioux City, Iowa

ots Inn Day Care
"Supervision with Loving Care"

Snacks and Lunches
DROP-INS WEtCOME
CALL 235-4353
Corner Second & C, Cheney
Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. Weekda s

.
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On

Stage

SINGER DAVE LOGGINS, of "Please come to Boston" fame, will be
appearing tomorrow night in the Pub at 8 p.m. The price of admission is
$2.50 in advance and three dollars at the door.

The man named Loggins
appearing tomorrow night is not
Kenny Loggins of Loggins and
Messina, nor is he Dan Loggins, the
CBS executive, he is Dave Loggins
of "Please Come to Boston" fame.
Formerly of .the Three Dog Night,
Loggins is a progressive country
singer/songwriter, who has played
the New York club circuit and made
appearances with Helen Reddy and
Linda Ronstadt, among others.
After his appearance tomorrow
in the PUB, Loggins will be off to
the Grammy Awards Saturday
where his release, "Please Come to
Boston," is up for nomination as the
Best Single of 197 4.

FRANK BAYMAN AND ANNE JOSEPH portray characters in a scene from
Thorton Wilder's ..Our Town" at the college Theatre. The play starts tonight
and will be shown through March 15. (P!:!_OTO: Don McIntyre)

MARCH 1

MARCH 10

TOWN &COUNTRY TV &APPLIANCES

,I

NEW LOCATION- 317 FIRST ( At The Traffic light)

235-6122

Complete Radio Shack tine- Expanded Radio& Tape Section- liV Rentals, Sales, Service

•Come in & ,egister tor FREE TV- many other pirizes
•FREE Balloons tor the kiddies
• The first 50 (fifty) women customers on Saturday

morning eligible to pu,chase a regular $499
ncn

11eRJe

_

__
VIC---,TOR

VICTOR

John Denver

·'

JOf.lM DENVER

SPECIAL Mo. 1
11

Any of These AlbumsReg. s6 9s-

NOW ONLY

I

Inc lud e s: I'd Rather Be A Cowboy
Farev, ell Andromeda · Ro cky Mountain Suite

JOHN'
llllv'Vm:f
!JREAllJT HITS

non

ncn

-Browse-Buy-EnjoyJOHN DENVER
SPECl1'L Mo. 2

Take Me Home.Country Roads
Leaving.on a Jet Plane· Follow Me
Rocky Mountain High • Goodbye Again

In cludes:

$411

I

99c
COME ON IN AND
GET REAQUAINTED

umbrella for only

VICTOR

Get His Newest Album

WHOSE GARDEN WAS THIS

JOHN DENVER

A 2-Record Set
II

SALE PRl&E ONLY
$899

1,

Ii

II
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By Affirmative Action Plan

Major Part Played·In Construction Contracts
by Linda Townsend
News Writer
In accordance with EWSC 's Affirmative Action Program, construe·
tion contracts will contain the
following provisi ons: An equa l
employment opportunity clause, a
college requirement that all contractors comply with Affirmative Action before contracts are awarded,
the submission of a plan for miAmi·
ty utilization, and during construction, the submission of a monthly
report.
Dr. Wavne Loomis. director of

Facilities ·Plann ing explained how
his office attempts to comply with
the Affirmative Action Program and
a couple of the problems that arise
in regard to the construction contracts.
Total Manpower Report
"Bidders must submit a current
Affirmative Action report with their
bids," Loomis said. ·This report, entitled Bidder's Total Manpower
Report, lists the numbers of mino.rity and women employees on the
·contractor's payroll.
This is an EWSC requirement and

failure to submit this report may
result in exclusion of the bid as
happened in the case of A&M Electric when they submitted the low bid
for the Turnbull Project last fall, according to Loomis.
According to A & M Electric, the
bid request came in a " loose leaf
condition." The minority report form
was inserted randomly between the
specification pages, and spokesmen
for A & M Electric said the failure to
submit the minority report was an
oversight.
Upon receiving a call from EWSC

lndus,rial Technology

requesting the report, A & M sub·
mitted it the morning after the bids
were opened . Approximately 45
days later, EWSC informed A & M
Electric the Attorney General's office had ruled the bi d " nonresponsive."
After the contract was awarded
to another company and the work
begun, the Nov. issue of "Constructor" published an article dea ling
with a similar ca se in Wyoming. In
that ca se, the court ru led the report
need not be submitted with the bid .
While A & M Electric is not suing

Creati~·ity Offered In New Courses
The department of Industrial
Education and Technology is
offering three new courses spring
quarter which will meet general
education requirements under the
special option, according to Glenn S.
Fuflsby, chairman of that department.
Dr. Waldo Martin will teach Pictorial Representation which is a
three hour course designed to teach
students the basic skills for communication through drawing.
According to Or. Martin, it is
aimed at teaching students to

represent the three dimensional
world on a two dimensional piece of
paper and recognize two dimensional representations of our three
dimensional world. ,
Students will rece i ve ·a
background in oblique, isometric
and perspective sketching skills
using both freehand and mechanical
methods.
There are no prerequisites for
the course,. and Dr. Martin expects
"zero knowledge and zero skills"
from students entering the class.
Diversified Crafts for Recreation

and Therapy is the second course
being offered by the department. In
this five hour course, Dr. Orland
Killin will cover various crafts in·
eluding lapidary, jewelry making,
leathercraft, enameling, lost wax
casting, some plastic work and
metal tooling.
He also plans on opening the
class up and allowing students to
pursue their own interests by going
into any of these areas in greater
depth.
Killin said many students who
have taken his class feel it offers

basic skills which provide individuals
with outlets for their own creativity,
not only now but in the future.
Dr. Vandeberg teaches the third
course. Designing With Meta ls. The
basic goal of the course is, in Dr.
Vandeberg's word s, "transferring
ideas into rea lity, putting the ideas
of man into a concrete form."
Students are taught the full
mould process of casting by cutting
styrofoam into desired shapes to
the final pouring.
This process is used for practical
as well as artisti c purposes,
Vandeberg said.

Boolstore Discount In
J

Units.
by Colleen McFarland
The Ad Hoc Committee ,
News writer
accepted unanimously by the AdA five per cent discount for visory Committee, will be designed
spring quarter, recommended by in the hopes of devising a comthe Bookstore Advisory Committee, prehensive book ordering policy· to
was accepted by Business Manager, reduce booksto re cash flow
Russ Hartman, Feb. 18.
problems caused· by over-ordering.
Research and presentation of the
Further progress was also urged
discount proposal was spearheaded on the establishment of a working
by student members of the Advisory agreement between EWSC's
Committee, Chairman Gary Nisker, Bookstore and all local bookstores
Vic Pestrin, and Dave Breidenbach. in which they could depend on each
Justification for the discount was other in the event of an emergency
based on the exi stence of a shortage of a particular book combudgeted bookstore profit of $9,- monly used,
000 and a comparison of an esThis agreement is seen as an aid
timated cost of $8,000 for the in facilitating a decrease in time
spring discount.
required to wait on books out of
An expected increase in enroll- stock at the campus bookstore.
ment spring quarter should also inRuss Hartman expressed concrease sales, resulting in a rise in cern on the continual progress of
the projected $9,000 profit and the Bookstore Committee, saying in
subsequently improving th e view of the financial figures, he felt
Bookstore financial situation.
it would be unreasonable to change
Vic Pestrin also proposed es- direction on the discount issue.
tablishment of an Ad Hoc Book
However, Hartman also said,
Ordering Committee consisting of "more has to be done by this comthe following persons: Bookstore mittee (Bookstore Advisory ComManger, Gerry Douglas; Registrar, mittee). All we've done construcDelbert Liljegren, three student ap- tively other than push another dispointed by the AS Legislatyre, and count is to set up another comthe Dean of Eastern's Academic mittee."

THIS LOVELY was one of many who modeled spring fashions during a show
put on by Nordstrom's Department store T~esday night in t~e P~B. Her
gown length is indicative of the new fashions forecast this spring. All
proceeds from the show went to the Inland Empire Multiple Sclerosis Society. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)
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the college, there are hard feelings
in light of the fact A & M Electric
has, and did have at the time of bidding, an Affirmative Action plan .
Al Wiseman, owner of A & M
Elect ric said they are actively
attempting to hire minorities.
Once a contractor is selected for
a job, the college requires the contractor to su bmit a Contractor's
Mont hly Manpower Report listing
total employm en t and minori ty
employment by craft and category
"To fu rther insure compliance of
the program,'' Loomis sa id, "there is
a monthly project meeting with the
contractors on each project and at
th is time the college reviews with
the contractor his minority hiring
practices."
If the number of minorities hired
has been decreased , the contractor
must su bmit a written report
explaining the reaso n for the
decrease and what he is doing to
correct the situation.
Since the construction business
is highly un ionized, a contractor
may find a aua!ified mi niority
employee 'N ~...... is 11ot a membe, of
the union, in which case the contractor may request the union to
certify the minority employee for a
specific contract.
Vending, Women
According to the Affirmative Action Plan, vending contracts must
also contain an equal opportunity
clause and a list of suppliers that
have an Affirmative Action Program
must be compiled.
The Purchasing Office does all
the buying for the campus except •
for food. Quotes are requested on
purchases from $ 100 to $500 and
sea led bids are requested for
purchases above $500.
Mrs. Pat Klicker, buyer, explained
all quote and bid forms list among
their terms and conditions a nondiscrimination clau se. Any busi ness
not compling wi th this clau se will be
removed from the list of eligible
vendors.
In order to reach minority run
bu sinesses, Mrs. Klicker uses ''Try
Us," published by The National
Minority Business, Inc. and the
Washington Black Business Directory. In addition to previously used
firms, quotes and bids are solicited
from fi rms listed in the above
publications.
"Loca ting bu si nesse s run by
women is more difficult," according
to Richard E. Johnson , director of
pur chas in g." Th ere are no
publications for fema le vendors,'' he
said.
Investigation shows th is appears
to be an easy way to avoid taking
positive action in loca ting fema le
r un businesses. Du nn and
Bradstreet can be found at the
library and lists bu sinesses and
their owners.
In another conversation Klicker
indicated she would try Dunn and
Bradstreet.
"The New Woma n' s Survival
Catalong'' also lists anoth er volume,
"Directory of Women in Business."
It appears tha while there has
been an attempt made to locate
minority vendors, very little effor
has been expended to reach an
available fem ale vendors

1
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The Pub Snack Bar
Professional Food Service Management
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(EARTH NEWS - CUP) - The
Canadian Council has issued a $6,000 grant for a nation.-wi de study of
Unidentified Flying Objects. The
gra nt was awarded to John
Musgrave of Edmonton, Alberta for
collection and in terpretat ion of
re ported UFO sightings across
Ca nada. The grant wa·s made under
the Council's $287,000 Exploration
Program, aimed at encouraging
"new forms of expression , communication and public participation
in the arts, humanities and social
sciences ... "
. I
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Dental Services

Clinic Eases .Pain And Pocketbook
Pam Peterson
News Writer
If you're short on cash, long on
time and need routine dental care it
seems the place to go is the Dental
Hygiene Clinic located next door to
the Pub.
Among the services provided by
the clinic are cleaning , oral
examinations, X-rays, flouride
treatments, instructions to patients
about tooth care, and routine
fillings.
According to Clifton Smith, head
of the school, students are charged
nominal fees for these services to
cover the costs of running the clinic.
Due to professional ethics he
was unable to quote prices but
stated they correspond to one
fourth to one third those charged by
most dentists.
According to various patients interviewed , these prices do not
reflect the quality of the work done
at the school. In the words of one
patient, "The work is decent. Even
though it is somewhat time consuming, I think the examination and
X-rays were very thorough."
Another patient said of his being
'shot, drilled and filled', "It's really
good."
The one complaint which arose
several times about service at the
clinic concerned the time factor.
However most patients were not
upset by this because they felt they
received more thorough work.
One student explained the whole
procedure saying each step a student performs must be checked
thoroughly by her instructor.
Before doing any work in the
clinic, juniors who have completed
two years of general education
requirements under the pre-med
program go through what is termed
the pre-clinical program at the
school.

Atter demonstrating proficiency
on the models, the students practice on each other and by the second half of the year begin performing routine procedures (cleaning,
X-rays, examinations) on patients.
In addition to their clinic work,
juniors attend classes in dental
anatomy, head and neck anatomy,
pharmacology, preventive dentistry,
~.nesthesia, radiography, myofunct1onal therapy, and restorative
duties.
Senior Work ,
During their senior year students
begin working with patients whose
oral problems are more severe such
as problems with gum tissue. As opposed to the juniors who spend two
days in the clinic, Monday and
Friday, seniors spend three days
with Wednesdays devoted mainly to
restorative work.
Five to six dentists from Spokane
come out Wednesdays to perform
drilling with students filling and
later polishing.
In addition to spending Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday doing
clinic work, seniors also get practice
at the V.A. hospital three or four
times during the year.
They also atfend classes in
pathology, periodontology, community dental health, office
procedures,
ethics and
jurisprudence, and a seminar in
professional development.
Finally students complete a licensing examination composed of both
a written and clinical part and
receive their B.A. in Dental Hygiene.
This training program illustrates
the quality of work performed at the
clinic and indicates the teeth care
students can receive at a minimum
cost if they are willing to spend the
time.
As one patieQt put it, "In this age
It involves attending .various
classes and practicing various of recession and inflation, getting
procedures on dental forms (models your teeth cleaned and checked well
for $6.00 is a real bargain."
of teeth).

,,

, '

WHERE THE WORK IS DONE. The inside of the Dental Hygiene Clinic displays a variety of modern dental equipment
where Eastern students can have routine dental work done. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)

19 year-old drinking

Legislators Fight law
by Tom Stanton
News Writer
Two AS Legislators, Roger Sandon and Richard Spaulding, are
working on an initiative that would
lower Washington's drinking age to
19.
The initiative, number 305 reads,
"Shall the legal age for the use and
consumption of alcohol be 19?"
"We both contend age 21 is an
arbitrary age because it's only
justification is that it's been in
existence for some 80 years," Sandon commented.
"We felt age 21 should be
justified, but we couldn't find
justification so we came up with the
age of 19," he added.
Currently, the legislators are in
the process of obtaining 117,342
valid signatures needed to secure a
position on the state general ballot.

By contacting other colleges
throughout the state, the legislators
have set a goal of 200,000
signatures.
Today, Sandon and Sp_aulding will
be in the PUB asking for donations
to cover the costs of printing 15,000 petitions needed for the
signatures. The two added they're
also going to ask for donations from
tavern owners in the county.
Two years ago, a similar referendum failed by one per cent. According to Sandon "it failed because
the 18-20 year olds sat back and
said it was going to pass without
their votes." He explained it didn't,
and now there are many guilt
feeling among that age group
because they didn't vote."
"So, when people ask us why we
think our initiative will pass, we say
because the push is driving for the

,

~

• 1

19 year olds,·instead of against the
18 years olds, as was the case in
1973."
·
Initially, their basic idea began in
October of 1974. The first step was
to write the initiative which was
sent to the Secretary of State for
official filing, and the Secretary
then sent it to the code advisor who
made suggestions on legalities.
Then it was sent back to
Spaulding and Sandon who in turn
sent it to the Attorney,.General who
gave the initiative an official ballot
title. Presently, the legislators are
at the signature stage which have
to be obtained by July 4, four
months before the general election.
Besides Sandon and Spaulding,
others involved in the project are:
William G. Bowie co-chairman, Von
Hagen accountant, and Rhonda Ridnour secretary.

Petitions Go To Board
.,

-~

Petitions for signatures for the
statewide campaign for beer in the
PUB dominated the agenda of the
Ad Hoc committee meeting
Tuesday afternoon.
According to Pat O'Donnel, a
member of the committee, the
signatures will be presented to the
Washington State Liquor Control
Board for consideration.
"We'll be trying to get as many
signatures as possible and then
break them down into categories
such as faculty members, students
and administrators so the Control
Board can see its not just the
students wanting beer on campus,"
he said.
As for other opinions around the
country, the committee has sent out
letters to 98 different college campuses explaining exactly what
. STICK IT IN YOUR EAR? No. Clinic student Nadine Nelson shows how X· Eastern is trying to do. Enclosed
rays are performed by zapping patient Larry Bryant with the short wave- with the letter is a survey form
asking questions ranging from
length rays. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)
"What type of alcoholic beverage is

type of license does your facility
have?"
O'Donnell said the results from
the letter "will educate the people
of the state and the Liquor Control
Board on the success other colleges
across the nation have had with the
sale of beer on campus."
Another 41 letters were sent to
the student presidents of all the
state's colleges stating: "The
Associated Students of Eastern .
Washington State College seek the
support of students on your campus
in our campaign for approval of the
license application of Billings, Inc."
The letter also read: "If the State
Liquor Control Board turns down
the application due to the fact the
location of the proposed restaurant
is on a college campus, the rejection
will become the precedent that will
be used to block the sale of alcohol
at all other colleges in the state:"
Enclosed with the letter is a petition asking for signatures in support

sold on your campus?" to "What
of the restaurant serving beer and
wine. It asks the Washington State
Liquor Control Bo~rd to grant
Billings, Inc. an A-C license so t~at
these desires may become a reality.
Initially, the Ad Hoc Committee
for Statewide Campaign for the
Restaurant in the PUB was established by the AS Legislature to
influence the Control Board for approval of the license application by
Billings Inc.
If the board approves the
application, EWSC would be the first
college in the state to have beer
and wine .for sale on campus.
Members of the committee include: O'Donnel, Daryl Hagie vice
president of student services, AS
president Pat Hayes, AS speaker
Gary Nisker, SUBOC chairman Dennis Brandt and,legislator Roger Sandon.

..
:
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From The Real World

Fair Trial Issue Is Debated
sons. right to a fair trial as
In spite of the fact our American
guaranteed under the Sixth Amend- law is based on the old British Comment to the Constitution.
mon Law which. in turn. is based
Since Hurd was unavailable for upon the even older Magna Carta,
comment. we had to glean his stand Hurd hasn't heard that we drafted
out of a news release and a copy of some bills of our own some two
the pamphlet mailed to The hundred years ago.
Easterner by Tom Bly, Chairman of
the Citizens Committee to Protect
Gerald Hurd.
Hurd claims this injunction suppresses his Constitutional rights of
Carl Hermann, Washington
freedom of speech and freedom of
State's
Insurance Commissioner is
the press. The news release goes on
a
man
with
a problem. .
to say if Jerry Hurd is found guilty of
On
one
hand,
insurance com.jury tampering, then every judge in
the state of Washington has broken panies are threatening huge rate inthe same faw, since they also dis- creases or flatly refusing to cover
tribute a book titled, "Handbook of the members of the medical profession with malpractice insurance.
Information for Trial Jurors."
On
the other, doctors and
Hurd says he has every right to
hospitals
are using what political
take the same position as the
clout
they
have to maintain
judges, as they have riever claimed
coverage.
Without
coverage, any
any statutory or constitutional
doctor
or
hospital
saddled
with a
authority which makes them the
malpractice
judgement
could
end
up
sole arbitrators of the law.
in
the
bankruptcy
courts.
Hurd wants to get back to the
In essence then, Herman has to
basics of the American judicial
pay
both sides of the fence,
system, the Magna Carta and common law rights. He states the jury is placating the insurance carriers
the sole arbitrator of both the law while attempting to protect the es_
and the fact. From Hurd's viewpoint, tates of the medics.
On
Tuesday,
Hermann
met
with
the jury is free to base its decision
fifteen
representatives
of
the
major
on any and all facts that they feel
are relevant; the judge has no insurance chmpanies. The consenpower to instruct the jury as to what sus of the companies was that they
can and cannot be admitted into will refuse coverage and will not
pick up the slack left by Argonaut
evidence.
In a conversation with Dr. Joseph Insurance Company when they start
Schuster, Chairman of the Political their pull-out sometime next month.
Argonaut did make some conScience Dept. , the point was
cessions
though. Instead of
brought up that it is necessary for a
cancelling
all
coverage on doctors,
judge to instruct the jury, since
March
1st,
Argoanut
will cover
most jurors don't know all of the
physicians.
for
the
full
length
of the
rules governing evidentiary
policy.
procedure. This way, if a lawyer
The Commissioners Office
brings up an irrelevant but
rejected
the proposed 400 per cent
debilitating fact about the defen..
increase
ill premiums that Argonaut
~"!lt's· or a.witness' personality, the
said was required for coverage of
Judge instructs the jury to disre-gard hospitals.
that fact when they are making
lt is also our role to protect the
their decision.
consumer and insure that companies do not take advantage of a

situation to generate excess
profits," Hermann said.
The whole malpractice mishmash is currently in a state of limbo
in Washington. And there doesn't
seem to be any inexpensive, viable
solution short of federal coverage.

But just as soon as "big brother"
in D.C. starts to stick his federal,
finger into the pie, you can be
assured of two things. The insurance companies will bemoan unfair competition and the medics will
scream socialized medicine.

Insurance

by Kevin Taylor
Real World Staff Writer
Long Live the United States of
America, one nation, under God with
liberty and justice for all
... AND ...
Long live the 12-mon, 12-judge, Common Low Magna Carta Jury- our
one last hope for survival as a free
and Christion nation; in a world gone
mod.. with materialism .. atheism ..
debauchery .. and arrogance .. under
the corrupt and debilitating
leadership of our so called "modern
day respectables," but, in terms
somewhat more prosaic, also known
as, the bankers, the politicians, and
lawyers, and the little would be
Ceasors in their flowing blade robes .

Or so concludes Jerry Hurd in h,~
Handbook of Information for Tria,
Jurors, which is stirrin~ up some
controversy in Snohomish County.
Hurd, a member of the Posse
Comitatus, a self-proclaimed law
enforcement group, has been obtaining names of prospective jurors
through the Public Disclosure Act
(lnit. 276) ~nd mailing them copies
of his booklet. He has also been
telephoning prospective jurors and
distributing copies of his handbook
to them before they enter the
courthouse.
The Snohomish County
Prosecutor is filing an injunction
against Hurd to st6p this practice.
Prosecutor Metcalf argues Hurd's
action interferes with every per-

11

Eastern Expansion

SUPER
HERO

OF

THE
WEEK
Meet Heneryman. Heneryman runs the State Department. Some people say
that Heneryman runs the country. In any event, Heneryman is always run.,
ning. Run Heneryman ru~.

Heneryman has· a partne[. His name is Jerry. Jerry runs too. But only to
Congress when he has a decision to make. Run Jerry run.
Together, this dyoamic duo fight the foes of America. Biff! Bang! Sock!
But the country is running too......out of money.

sh··uck Responds To GU President's Charge
A controversy was stirred late
last week when Father Bernard
Coughlin, President of Gonzaga
University accused Eastern of unfair
competition by attempting to
purchase Holy Names Academy.
Fa~her Coughlin wrote a letter of
protest to Governor Evans
expressing concern that Eastern
was going to buy the Holy Names
buildings and objecting to Eastern's
goal of establishing a center in
Spokane.
President Shuck responded to

the charge early this week saying. 1
don't believe Eastern is trying to
challenge the role of the private,
Church-related, residential institution," but he further stated that
Eastern has been considering establishing a center in Spokane for
some time.
Shuck further stated, We aren't
trying to ·create competition
anymore than the difference in tuition already creates one."
He said one of the main concerns
of Cou~hlin may be that Holy
11

11

Whaling Con1ention Called
(EARTH NEWS) - The Friends of
the Earth .(F.O.E.) conservation
organization has called upon the
United Nations Environment
Porgram to organize an international whaling convention and to
implement a moratorium on all
deep-sea whaling.
The F.0.E. proposal charges that
the 'International Whaling Commission has consistently done more to
protect commercial whalin in-

terests than to protect whales. The
Commission should be abolished
and replaced by a United Nations
moratorium on all whaling, says
F.O.E., as well as a U.N. ban on all
international trade in whale
products.
The United Nation's Environment
Program committee is scheduled to
meet in April, when it is expected to
respond to the proposal.

Names is not far ·from Gonzaga.
He said the college had been
looking at several sites in Spokane
but has not decided on anything yet.
Shuck explained there are four
major reasons for establishing a
center in Spokane: To provide office
space for students to register, to
provide space for counseling

students, to provide orfice space tor
faculty who teach in Spokane, and
to provide space for course work
and academic programs, most of
which would be at night and at the
upper division and graduate levels.
Shuck said the Spokane offerings
"are an effort for the college to be
responsive to the needs of the peo-

pie in Spokane which are in our
general role as a multi-purpose
regional state institution.
"The need for the center is to
make the college more economical
and effective - what we are
already doing in a number of
locations."

Phon-a-Thon Hits Up Alu11ni
Nearly 4000 Spokane Alumni of
Eastern Washington State College
will be called in a three day phone-athon solicitation, Feb. 25, 26 and
27.
The phone-a-than funds, .according to Forrest M. Amsden, director
of the program, ~re used for

II

MADDUX
DRY CLEANERS

scholarships and grar,ts to
departments for special projects or
equipment which. cannot be funded
from the regular budget.
A donator can specify where he
wishes the money to be used,
Amsden said. "For example, he can
specify that it is to go to athletics."
"We're doing thi s for the good of
the school," Amsden said, "and we
appreciate all the enthusia~r:i a~d
support we have been receiving.
Amsden said about 50 to 60 people have volunteered to make phone
calls each of the three nights.
Volunt ee rs in clud e stud ent s,

scholarship rec ipient s, st aff
members, faculty members, friends
of the college and several service
organizations.
Each night two vice-presidents
are present at the phoning, so that
if questions arise, someone from
the college will be able .to answer
them,
"The phone-a-thon opens up
commu nications betw een the
college and the alu mni," Amsden
said. "It's very good from a pu blic
relations standpoint."
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By Indian Speakers

Views Offered
by Debbie Sutton
News Writer
A need for more Na tive
Americans in the electronic media
field , and the meaning of "being Indian in song" were two of the many
topics discussed by guest speakers
during Indian Awareness Week.
Phil George, who works at KSPS
Television, spoke Wednesday about
the need for more Indians to
become involved in filming their life
through thei r own eyes.
"Too long has the filming been
done by other people, and too long
has it been in error," he said.
George is currently involved in
the production of an all Indian
series called Pride and Heritage. It
is designed, he said, to fill the needs
of Indians within the viewing area,
both to remind them of their Indian
culture and to view contemporary
Indian problems.
It was pointed out the first of the
13 half-hour programs is scheduled
for mid April and is entitle~ "Season
of Grandmothers." The film deals
with elders on the reservations.
"Some of the women we talk to,"
George said, "are 98 and 103." He
explained, "they have seen cities
like Spokane grow and have seen Indian religion die."
"More Understanding"
Floyd Westerman, a Native
American folk singer appeared in
the PUB Thursday. His songs, he
said, "Speak to non-Indian ears to
help them gain more understanding
of the Indian."
Westerman spoke about

Wounded Knee, where his borther
spent 71 days. He explained why
Wounded Knee was important to
the Indian people and how armament that was banned by the
Geneva Convention was used
against them.
Westerman sang several of his
songs which included one about
Wounded Knee, one called "Custer
Died For Your Sins" and one about
anthropologists who go to reservations to study Indians.
Westerman was especially
critical of anthropologists who make
assumptions about Indians. He said
they dig up Indian graves ~nd pry
into the Indian way of life, and
"someday," he said, "Indians should
study the White man and dig up
their pioneer graves, which are all
along the Oregon Trail."
Westerman was also critical of
the United States government. "We
are under the department of the
Interior," he said, "and Smokey the
Bear gets more money than we do,
and we're people."
One of his songs, "The Red,
White and Blue ," spoke to
Americans who have forgotten the
reason they first settled here. The
words he sang were, "You came
because you wanted freedom , but
that you have forgotten, now that
you are free."
Westerman concluded by saying
the reason Indians have survived is
their sense of family. "Our people
can be friends on an empty
stomach " he said.

Drummers

1,

A Pow Wow located in the
Phase II Complex last
weekend, ended this year's In·
dian Awareness Week with
members of various nations
coming from across the coun·
try to join in the festivities. Pie·
tured are scenes and people
that highlighted the event.
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Basketball

Eagles Shock Central
,.

•

'~~
---- -r

•

RON COX BLOCKS SHOT attempt by Central's Steve Page while Bernie
Hite, 42, boxes out an opponent undE!rneath. John Alaniva and Ed Waters
observe the action. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)

Scream in'

by Scott Schell
Sports Editor

Evergreen conference athletic
directors met recently to make
some new proposals and review
some old ones concerning EVCO
rules and regulations that cover all
major sports.
Our own Athletic Director Dr.
Robert Anderson was there and
reported the meeting took care of
the general housekeeping needed
once in a while in the conference.
Some significant proposals were
made however, and one that affects
students at Eastern in particular
concerns football championships.
Dr. Robert Anderson
No More Ties
The conference championship is determined by the following criteria: 1)
straight percentage of won-loss games, 2) if the percentage is tied between
two teams with an equal number of games played, they are co-champions
3) if the percentage is tied with an uneven number of games played, the
championship is determined by the outcome of the game played between
the two teams involved.
Most of us remember the situation last fall when Eastern finished the
season with a 4-2 EVCO record, followed by Oregon Tech with a 3-1-2
record. The EVCO chiefs threw out Oregon's two ties in determining the
EVCO championship and awarded the Owls the crown.
According to the new proposals, tie games would be played off with the
Kansas Tie-Breaker System. At the end of a tie game, a flip of a coin would
give a team the ball on their opponents' ten yard line. They have four
chances to score. Then their opponents' are given four downs to score from
the ten. Whoever scores in their set of downs is the winner.
COMMENT: If the proposals become part of the conference Redbook of
Rules, it will take away the tie game. Tie games are like kissing your sister,
my high school coach used to say. And when they determine a conference
championship, it's like kissing your Great Aunt twice removed.
Baseball Jargon Refined
The conference has set certain rules and regulations its players and
coaches must abide by. Although it is not a major factor at Eastern, some
coaches have been bothered by the· language from opponents benches. As
a result, the EVCO bosses updated a proposal concerning chatter from the
bench. Their first proposal read: " . .. Whereas friendly verbal banter is a
recognized part of baseball, no obscene language is to be tolerated and
allusions to urination, defication and copulation are to be prohibited .. ."
They later changed the proposal after some humorous discussion to read
" ... no obscene or abusive language or gestures are to be tolerated ... "
COMMENT: Rumor has it that the proposal was changed because baseball
coaches and players might not understand the big words. Interpretation of
the language might be a problem also. "A ball" might be considered
obscene.

By Jim Waggoner
Sports Writer
ELLENSBURG-Playing with the
tenacity that earmarks a quality
basketball team , the Scream in'
Eagles erased an early 17 -point
deficit and powered their way to a
70-67 victory over Central
Washington here last Saturday
night.
The crucial win put an end to the
Wildcats' 37 consecutive game
homecourt winning streak. It also
marked the end of the Eagles 197 475 Evergreen Conference schedule
as they finished with a 7-4 record.
Eastern trailed throughout most
of the game but grabbed their first
lead on a Ron Cox layin with 7:08 to
go. Seconds later Dave McDow
countered with a 20-foot jumper
before Bernie Hite gave the Eagles
a lead they never relinquished, 5857, 011 a 10-foot jump-hook shot
with 6:35 rema ining.
After a Central turnover, John
Alaniva found Cox open underneath
the basket with a lob pass for a
score. On the Eagles next possession Hite drew a foul and sank a pair
of free throws for a 62-57 lead at
the 5:45 mark. Following Central's
Steve Johansen's layin, Eastern
began their four-corner passing
offense. A technical foul was then
called on an overenthusiastic
Eastern fan located directly behind
the Eagle bench and Wildcat Ned
Delmore sank the free throw.
Jeff McAlister then grabbed a
clutch rebound and ripped the nets
on a 10-foot jumper from the left
baseline. Following a Cox steal,
McAlister hit a solo layin shooting
the Eagle lead to 66-60 with 2:40 to
go. Central's Steve Page, refusing
to crack under the tense pressure,
scored on a three-point play on a
20-foot jumper and a free throw.
The Eagles missed a shot from
the charity line but Hite hauled in
the offensive rebound and after
drawing a foul connected on two
gifters. Page followed with another
long jumper and a pair from the line,

pulling the Wildcats within 68-67 at
the 0:28 mark. Hite sealed the victory with pair from the line after
the Eagles ran the clock down to 12
seconds.
The Eagles opened the contest
with a shifting 2-3 zone but Central
proceeded to shoot them out of it.
The Wildcat 's McDow scored the
first seven points of the game as
Central held early leads of: 11-2;
19-6; and their biggest advantage,
25-8. Coach Jerry Krause called a
time-out to regroup the Eagles attack. I hey came out with their u~11al
'man' defense and began chipping
away at the lead.
Eastern outscored the nationally
ranked Wildcats 13-2 in a four and a
half minute span pulling within 27 21 with 5:2 1 remaining before intermission. Alaniva and Cox each
scored a pair of baskets during the
Eagles rally. Hite, Ed Waters and
Randy Harris all responded with key
steals. Central held the upper hand
at halftime, 37-31. Hite grabbed 10
rebounds in the first half.

a

Overtime Thriller
Won By Eagles
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Writer
Outscoring Whitworth 12-4 in
overtime, the Screamin' Eagles
'turned back a valiant upset bid by
the fired-up Pirates and registered
a 68-60 victory Monday night in
Spokane.
Super-soph Ron Cox and senior
co-captain Bernie Hite were instrumental in the thrill-packed win.
Cox snatched three rebounds and
two steals while scoring four points
in the extra period. Hite, playing his
final game in an Eagle uniform,
blocked a shot, combined with

easterner
sports .

Letter Awards Explained
Athletes on campus are not getting their just rewards for their services
rendered on the different Eagle athletic teams.
Athletes have been expressing displeasure that they have not received
their letter awards for the second straight year.
Each year an athlete who letters for the first time receives a lettermen's
jacket. His second year letter award is a lettermen's sweater, his third year
award is a finger length letter coat and if he should letter for four years he
receives a lettermen's blanket. Each item is valued at approximately $28.
The Athletic Counci l, made up of an all-colle~e body of students. f acuity
and administration met last year after students had expressed dissatisfaction in the large amount of athletic finances that were going to awards. The
council is lead by Chairman Dr. Eugene Fletcher and includes Dr. Anderson
as the faculty athletic representative. They voted to reduce athletic awards
beginning in the fall of next year to lessen the strain on the athletic budget.
Next year student athletes will receive a major first year letter award
jacket. Second and third year awards will be much less than before, either a
plaque, trophy, or certificate. In his fourth year as a letterman , he will
receive the letter blanket.
"We feel we can make a considerable saving by making the cond and
third year awards less expensive," said Anderson.
Last year's letter awards, under the old policy, haven't arrived yet, a r·
ding to Dr. Anderson. This has brought alot of di ol a ure to the athletes
whose monetary awards re eived barring finan ial id are these
award . " I hey have been ordered nd are on their way. They might be
having trouble getting the mat rial to mak them," said And rson.

With Cox and Hit~ dominating
the boards and the Eagles displaying a patient offerll se combined
with an aggressive de ense, Eastern
stayed within striking distance until
they made their decisive move near
the seven-minute m~rk. Central's
biggest lead of the h~lf was 47-37
at 15:16, but Cox tallied six st raight
points on four free · t~rows and an
eight-foot baseline jumper. It was
close the rest of the way.
Hite, who played ah exceptional
all-round game, fi nis~ed with top
scoring honors with 22 points and
also hauled in a game leading 16
rebounds. Cox had 18 points plus
eight boa rds and was joined by
McAlister in double figures, who hit
on 7 of 12 attempts for 14 points.
1 Waters, who is leading the conference in the assist department,
dealt off his game average of eight.
Alaniva added six.
Page lead the Wildcats with 18.
The Eagles held Les Wya tt to four
poin ts. Wyatt bu rned Ea stern ea rlier
in the season at the Fieldhouse.

teammate Jett McAlister on a steal
and scored three points in the fiveminute overtime.
The contest was knotted six
times in the last 15 minutes of
regulation play but thJ Eagles were·
unable to break loo2 e from the
determined Pirates. Evan Thomas'
solo layin off a jum pb~I I tap by Paul
Tikker propelled Whitworth out to a
56-52 lead with 2:4 7 to go but Ed
Waters hit Hite with a pinpoint pass
to close the gap.
Whitwort h, sensing an upset
within thei r grasp, sta jled until Cox
stole the ball. After am Eagle timeou t Cox grabbed an offensive
rebound and sank the followu p shot
t1eing the score at 56 with one
minute left.
The Pira tes ran the clock down
hoping for the last shot but Hite
was stationed in position when run
over by a Pirate who was charged
with an offensive foul. ,An Eagle cast
at the buzzer failed, sending he
rivals into overtime, even at 56.
A Cox steal resulting 1n Hite·s
solo lay1n opened up · he overtime
scoring and Cox go another offensive board and rolled] in a closerange Jumper for a 60-r6 lead. Hite
and Waters ollwed with one apiece
from the line and John Alan1va connected on a pair of g1f ers. Cox put
the season-ending triilimph out of
Wh1tworth 's reach with ye another
offensive rebound and wo free
throws hrust1ng Eastern ahead 6660 ith 1:01 to go.
Senior co-captain Randy Hams
concluded his collegiate career by
turning in a t pically ' olid performance in uch the same manner he
ha contributed ga. e, fter game
du ri ng his two-year stin1t as an Eagle
hoopster. Harns rarely 1akes n
error on the court, eems to
possess a si h ens~ of being 1n
the right place at thEt right time,
added maturity to a young team,
nd also excelled in mqny roundball
fundamental that are not ea 1ly
ob erved 1n the tand .

Thanks Al
SPRINGY ED WATERS sprints past outstretched Dave McOow, 32, for a
basket as 6-10" Byron Angel looks on in amazement. Goaltending wa the
call bringing the Eagles within four points, 51-47, with 10: 1 rem ining in
Saturday' game at Ellensburg. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)

The Dean of Studen~ wa nearly
I nched
aturda~ night at
Ellen burg when he w~ called for a
technical foul 1n · the 11ate exciting
minute of Ea tern' cpmeba win
over Central Wa hing~on.
an

The ( gle ulled oM the victory,
ur ean wa forgiven.
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No District Playoffs

Eagles Plucked Again
by Scott Schell

STUDENT TRAINERS Larry Ham, left, and Phil Own, middle, doctor Dan
Vache's sprained ankle at a recent track practice in the Fieldhouse.
(PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

Student Trainers Study
by Ed Waters
Staff Writer
Eastern has a unique and comp re hens i ve athletic training
program that deals with injury
prevention and rehabilitation in all
sports.
~ccording to a poll taken by the
National Athletic Trainers Association in 1973, a large majority of the
certified athletic trainers in the
country fell into the professional
and college ranks. With 14,000 high
schools competing in interscholastic
sports there is a definite need and
shortage of athletic trainers at this
level.
. "Athletic training is a wide open
field for men and women," said
Kerry Frey, head Athletic Trainer
and Assistant Professor of Physical
Education at Eastern. Frey teaches
Athletic Training and First Aid 339
and is pres.ently trying to qualify
student trainers for professional
careers. Of the fifteen men and
women enrolled , Dan Conley, Steve
Delong and Larry Ham are nearest
to qualifying.
The NATA has several

requirements these students must
meet for certification. They must
have an accumulation of clinical
hours . They need the proper
recommendations, a degree, and
they must qualify for the national
exam.
Frey spent five yea rs in physical
therapy and rehabilitation programs
in Los Angeles, California, and is a
registered Physical Therapist. He
said athletic training is a
paramedical profession combining
physical therapy and its procedures
with a. desire to work with people.
He said athletic training is not all
bandages and injury prevention.
"The athlete is an expression of his
mental and physical being," Frey
said. "The more in tune he is mentally, the more he can put forth
physically."
Heaa basketball coach Dr. Jerry
Krause realizes the importance of
the athletic trainer. "A trainer at
~aily practices takes away my worry
1n the area of injuries so I have a
chance to concentrate on
coaching," Krause said.

WOMEN GYMNASTS

Sports Editor
Eastern won its last two games
of the season against conference
champ ion Central Washington
Saturday and to Whitworth Monday
to end their season with an overall
17 -9 record, not good enough for
District I playoff consideration according to the district selection
committee.
For the second straight year the
Eagles were rated third in the district behind the two district selections although their record and ability has contradicted the other selections.
This year it will be Central
Washington and the University of
Alaska going to the district playoffs.
The Eagles defeated Central Saturday night 70-67 in a come-frombehind victory.
The selection committee is made .
up of Dr. David Olson, Athletic
Director of Pacific Lutheran University, Dr. Robert Anderson , Eastern's
Athletic director, Dr. Daryl Basler,
Faculty Athletic Representative
from Central Washington State
College, Dr. Lorne Davies, Athletic
Director of Simon Fraser University
and Dr. Bill Johnson, Faculty
Athletic Representative of
Whitworth College.
The committee makes their
selection according to the following
criteria: 1) district 1 record, 2)
overall record, 3) head to head competition, 4) NAIA record and 5)
common opponents.
Central was clearly the number
one district selection. They were
conference champions and had a
better overall and district record.
The University of Alaska selection
has raised a few eyebrows.
The University of Alaska's overall
record was 18-7, Eastern's was 17 8. Alaska's district record was 6-3
9-5 for the Eagles. Alaska's NAIA
record was 11 -3 while Eastern's
was 17· 7..Alaska and Eastern split a
pair of games on Alaska's court. The
Eagles defeated them by 22 pts. on

Eagles Win Six Meets
By Jim Elliott
Sports Writer
Eastern defeated five schools
last . Saturday in a women's gymnastics meet held in Pullman and
are putting their hopes for national
competition together this weekend
at th~ Regionals in Monmouth, Ore.
With Linda Chulos, Pam Brown
~nd Becky Mustard finishing 1-2-3
in ~he all-ar?unds, the Eagles hit
their top point production of the
year, 93.475, to easily outdistance
Oregon State-87 .0, Washington
State:82.8, Seattle U.-73.3, Central
Yyashmgton-66.15, and the University of ldaho-30.85.
Eagle women have now in creased their gymnastic record to
13-4 but any hopes of national comMEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for infoqnation. SEAFAX,
Dept. U-9 P.O. Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362. .

petition will be decided this Friday
and Saturday. Qualifying standards
for nationals must be met during
the weekend meet at Oregon
College of Education's campus.
Uneven Bars Swept
Chulos opened the competition
by winning the vaulting with a 8.45
Brown finished fourth with 7.85:
and Mustard added 6.65 as Eastern
took the early lead.
_Gail Norvell picked up 7.85
points on the uneven bars to place
third behind teammates Brown-8.1
and Ch.ulos-8.45, giving the Eagles a
5.2 point lead th~ough the first two
events.
Tris Ellis added 6.05 points on
th~ balance beam for team scoring
points as Chulos won the event with
a.n 8.15 and Norvell added 6.75 for
sixth place.
. Chulos, who has been rounding
into her top form of the year, compl~ted her first place meet sweep
with her best floor exercise scores
of the year. Scored 8.5, 8.6, 10.0,

and 9.2 by the judges, Chulos had
an average of 8.9. Brown finished
fourth with 8.475 and Mustard
added 7.8 to give Eastern its
highest event total of the year,
25.175 points.
Best AII-Arounds

their first game of the split. The
committee figured that ·the games
were an even split, and were thrown
out of the playoff consideration.
Eastern was slightly ahead in that
category because of winning on
Alaska 's court.
In the common opponent
category, Alaska was again given a
slight edge. The committee lumped
common opponents into a percent age bracket for each team
regardless of whose court they
played on.
The two factors that coach Jerry
Krause and the committee disagree
on is the difficulty of non-district opponents and the advantage of home
court games against district, NAM
and common opponents. Records in
MM District I have proven that home
~1\Jrt teams have a major advantage. Eastern just snapped a 37
home court victory string of Central's. Eastern has won 48 of their
last 52 games on their home court.
Worthy opponents is another
questionable selection criteria that
coaches in the EVCO have been
trying to correct. Oregon Tech and
Central were ranked thirteenth and
eighth in the nation respectively.
Eastern thrashed Oregon Tech by
22 pts. on the Eagle's home court
two weeks ago. They defeated Central on the Wildcat's home court
Saturday night. University of
Alaska's opponents have included

more games at home than Eastern
and against questionable worthy opponents like the University of Victoria.
The selections follow last year's
controverisal selections. The Eagles
had the best district record 7-2 and
were conference co-champions but
were not selected.
"The selection committee and
selection process have not been
abl.e to. include teams of playoff
caliber in the last two years," said
Krause. "When a team like the
Eagles can beat the district one first
selection, Central,
on their
hor:ne court and the selection two
team, Alaska, by 22 points on their
home court and still not be selected
into the playoffs, something is
wrong," said the calm, disgusted
basketball mentor.
When Krause was an assistant
coach at Northern Colorado State
that team was selected to th~
NCAA playoffs for four straight
years. Krause said that the Eagles
in the last two years have been a
better club than those at NCS.
Krause will continue to make the
same proposals to the selection
committee as the Eagles look
toward another year of basketball
power.
"We had an excellent season, but
I think we will be even better next
year, " Krause said.

Cox All-District Choice
Ron Cox was named to the AllDistrict One team by the district
coaches Tuesday.
Cox lead the Evergreen conference in rebounds with 319 for 25
games, a 12.8 game average. He
scored 394 pts. for 15.8 pts. a
game. He shot an amazing 59.9 per
cent of field goals for 29 games and
61. 7 per cent for conference
games. He lead the conference in
both categories.
The super soph also lead the
Eagle team with 71 recoveries.
"Anyway you look at it. Ron Cox is
the best player in the district," said
basketball coach Jerry Krause.
"Statistically as well as what he has
contributed to the Eagle team, he is
the best."

Ron Cox

Waters New Assist King

All four Eagle all-around competitors had their best point production of the year. Chulos'
33.95 topped her 32.36 of two
weeks ago and Brown went over
thirty with 30.125. The qualifying
standard for nationals is 30 points.
Mustard and Ellis are both improving their performances and
scores as the season winds down.
Mustard had 26.35 point for third
and Ellis 22.9 for seventh.
Other Eagles scoring well were
C~rol Ring~n-7.3 on floor, and Lynnie Oostmg-5.25 in vaulting.
Oosting has been lost for the rest of
the season following an injury
during practice this week.

Eddie Waters

Eddie Waters became Eastern's
new assist king when he shattered
the old assist record in Monday
night's victory over Whitworth.
Waters tallied 170 assists for 21
games, breaking the old record of
168 assists for 29 games set by
Daryl Harris in 1971-72.
Waters lead the conference in
assists with 114, averaging 9.5 a
game.
"This is quite an accomplishment
for a player that was sidelined part
of the season with a broken hand,"
said Krause of Waters. "It is the
highest conference assist record
compiled since I've been a coach in
the conference."
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Racquetball

Eastern Hosts Regional

EASTERN STUDENTS Dave Retter, left, Roxy Neil, middle, and C. D. ~y~rs
will compete in this weekend's International Racquetball Assoc1at1on
Western Regional Championships held here this weekend. (PHOTO: Scott
Schell)

Eastern Places Sixth In
PNW Championships
By Jim Elliott
Sports Writer
Men's gymnastics coach Jack
Benson will never be accused of
shunning the tough meets a~d the
Eagle gymnasts hold no one in 9~e
following the 1975 Pac1f1c
Northwest Gymnastics Cham pionships in Seattle last Saturday
and Sunday.
•
All the Eagles did was take on
three of the Pacific-B's top gymnastics teams head to head, plus
three other schools and come out
.
finishing sixth.
Ore~on won the champ1onsh10

It's time to choose your rings

with 40 7.10 points tollowed by
Washington State-398 . 90 ,
Washington -381.35, Portland
State-31 0.85, Oregon College of
Education-155.05, Eastern-150.50,
and Eastern Montana-95.95.
The drastic point spread between
the teams is only because the big
four have included optional and
compulsory points and EWSC, OCE,
EM, competed only in the optional
competition.

Pleased Performance
Benson said he was pleased with
the performance of the Eagles and
this was the type of meet in which
you could only compare past work
and not the scores.
"This was our best meet of the
year team-wise in that we had
fewer errors. The only unfortunate
aspect of the meet is that we didn't
beat OCE," Benson said.
The Eagles will get their chance
this Thursday as they travel to Monmouth for a meet against the
Wolves and then journey to
Portland for competition against
Portland State.

Eastern will host the International Racquetball Associ ation
Western Regional Championships
here this weekend that will include
outstanding national and local
talent, said director Pat Whitehil l.
Among the entries that will be
competing for positions to the
National Championships to be held
in St. Louis, Missouri, April 4-6 are
Bob Lund and Jennifer Harding.
Lund, a 29-year-old Portland,
Oregon, native is top seeded in the
open men's division among the 85
players. entered in the tournament.
Lund was third in the Western
Regionals last year in Salt Lake
City, Utah. He was 16th in the
Nationals at Los Angeles, California
last year. He won the open singles
and doubles in the Northwest Open
held in Bellingham, Washington in
1974 . He was third in the
Washington IRA Champion last year
in Tacoma.
Harding is the top seeded in the
woman's division this weekend. Harding, who Whitehill said could
probably beat any male on the
Eastern campus, is a 23-year-old
dental hygeniest from Portland. She
placed second in the men 's Bdivision at the Rose Festival Tournament in Portland last year. She was
second in women's open division in
last year's Western Regionals, a~d
fourth in a Pro-Amateur Celebrity
tournament last year where she
defeated Peggy Steding, the world's
number one rated woman racquetball player.
Local talent includes Spokane's
Ray Orum , seeded fifth, and
Eastern's Dave Ritter who faces
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SWIM COACH PETE HAGELIN discus~e~ ,swimming tactics .with the team in
a recent meet. The swimming team fm1shed the season ~1th a 11-4 mark,
the best record they have had in ten years. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)
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While the Eastern campus has
started thawing after winter's heavy
snowfall and be low freez in g
tem peratures, talk of baseba ll
season may seem a bit premature
at this point, even to the most avid
of baseball fans.
But over 75 eager Eagle baseballers are already competing for
positions on this year's baseball
squad and they have been going at
it in the dirt area at the Fieldhouse
for over three weeks now.
Coach Ed Chissus greeted the
large cont i ngent of baseba ll
prospects Feb. 1 and he said most
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Ed Paine won the intramural free
throw tournament by defeating
Mike Parker 23-23 and 24- 23 in the
finals.
Parker had taken a quick tourna ment lead by out gunning Bob Enos
24-21. He then beat Tim Daniels
24-22 and Dever Bunker 24-23 in
the semi-finals.
Paine had lost to Bunker in the
second round and had to win the
rest of his matches in the losers
bracket against Paul Schmick, Doug
Demory and Enos to gain entry into
the finals bracket of the double
elimination tournament.
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Junior, senior, master and golden
masters in the men's single's division. Doubles and mixed doubles
will be on slate as we ll as a
women's div1s1on .
Winner of the men's open singles
will have his air fare pa id by the IRA
back to the nationals. Junior division
winners will get hal f fare and winner
of the women's division will get half
fare.
Ad mission to any session th is
weekend will be 25 cents. Fi rst session begins Friday at 11 a.m. The
afternoon session is fro m 1-5 p.m.
and the even ing session from 7-10
p.m. Sat urday's sessions are 8-12
a.m., 1-5 p.m. and 7- 10 p.m. Sunday's session is from 7- 10 a.m. Individual championships are from 24 p.m. on Sunday.

Baseballers Practicing
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Millard Leads Floor
The Eagles picked up 27.80
points, more than OCE and EM, in
the floor exercises as freshman
Dave Millard again led the team
with a 7.70 performance. Curt
Nagashima had 7.40, Al Smith6. 90, Ken Rux-5.80 and Marty
Rask-5.60.
Kurt Luhrs led in the pommel
horse with 6.55 points followed by
Smith-5.85, Nagashima-4.10, Rux
3.55, and Dave Sealy-3.00.
In the rings Eastern picked up
25.95 points and a newcomer. Don
Chittick swung for 6.05 points in his
first varsity meet to place third in
team standings as Ken Rux had a
mild upset over teammate Chris
Balkan with a 7.50 to 7.35 score.
Nagashima and Smith added 5.05
and 3.75 points respectively.
Eastern's biggest points were
from the vaulting competition as
Kurt Steinheiser hit 8.55 off his
Tsukahara. Nagashima picked up
8.35 points, Rux 8.25, and Smith
7.3 in the event.
Luhrs had his best parallel bar
routine of the year as he picked up
7.90 points.

Lund in the first round at 1:00 on
Friday. " If Ritter is on with his kill
shots it should be a good game,"
Whiteh ill said .
Other Eastern students include
C.B. Byers who will face Pullman's
Al Fairbanks in the opening round
Frida y at 1 p.m. Steve Dawson is
entered in the doubles com petition.
Roxy Neil will face Richland 's Debbie Rupp in the women 's open
singles.
Director Pat Whitehill , a
professor in the physical education
department, wi ll face Joe Luckm an
of Great Falls, Montana, in his
opening round Saturday at 10 p.m.
The Western Regionals will inclt,Jde players from Washington ,
Oregon, Alaska, Idaho, Montana and
Wyoming. Divisions include open ,

Men's Intramural
Basketball Standings
As of February 2).
American " A"
Beaver Pen . . .. . .. .. . .... . .. . .. ... . 7 · l
Coastmen ........ . . .. . .. . .. . . ... .. 6·2
City 5 .. ... . ... . . ...... . ... . . .. .. . 5·3
Doobies .................. . .. . . . ... 4-4
Dildoes ..... ..... .. ... .. ...... . .... 3-5
AAM .... .. ...... .. .... ......... . . . 3-5
American West
Savage House .. . . . .. ... .. ... .. .. . . . 7 · l
NAIC .... .. ... .................... 7-1
Devils People ... ... ..•............ . 7-2
Rathskellers . . .. . ..... . ........... . 6·3
EMBO .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . .. .... . . .... 4-4
Maintainers ..... ....... . ......... . . 2-7
American East
Big 6 . ... ... . .. .... ... . . .. . . ...... 9-0
Eastsiders ... . ..... .... ............ 8· l
Crazy B's ................ .. . . . . .... 6·2
Hawaii 5-0 .. . . . ..... . . . .. . . . ...... 4-5
Bropsville & 12 .. ... . ... .. . . . .... . . 4-5
Nurds . .... .... .. ... .. . .. .. .... .. . . 2-7
Pikes II ... .. . ....... .. . ... . . . . . ... 2-7
National League "A"
Woof Pussy .. . .. . ...... . .. . ....... 10-0
Little Duce Coupe ........... . . . .. . . 8-2
Blast ... .. ... .. .. .. ... ...... . . .. .. 7-3
Bad Co. ...... . . . .. . ..... . .. . ... . .. 3-7
Stewed Prunes . . . . . . .. . .... . .. .. ... 3-7
National West
Tawanka Trotters ..... ... ........... 9-2
Pikes I .... ... . . . ... .. ....... . . .... 9-2
NAD's ..... . .. .. .. . .. .. . .... ... ... 7-3
Middle Digits .. . . . ... .. . .. .. . ... . .. . 7-3
Westsiders . . .. . .. ....... . ... . ..... 5-5
Fringe Benefits . ..... . ...... . ..... . . 3-7
Cripple Creek . .. ... . ... . .... . ...... 3-7
Lamboa Chi Alpha ...... . .. ... . .. .. 0-10

of the 10 underclassmen letter
winners fro m last year have
returned . "The majority of the kids
are ba ck, " Ch issus sa id. "Two
graduated and there are two who
either dropped out or transferred ."
In the daily workouts, Chissus so
far has concent rat ed on conditioning and fundamenta ls. " Prese ason practice is mostly con ditioning but we work on funda mentals in an effort to get them ready,"
Chissus said.
The base ball prospects are
divided into three groups at the outset of a practice session. The
pitchers and catchers are still in the
process of fami liarization and up to
this poin t are going through the
motions. "Right now the pitchers
and catchers are working on control
and fundamenta l fo rm," said
Chissus. "They're not cutting loose
yet. " The in fielders and outfielders
split their workout time equally,
practicing their batting techniques
in the hitting cage and fielding
grounders in the dirt area.
Chissus said the Eagle team
could be bolstered by the add ition
of seven tran sfe r students, including two pitchers and a pa ir of
catchers. Chissus said pitche r Dave
Hedt, a sophomore transfer from
Yakima CC "looks rea l strong." Both
Hedt and Tim McCormack, a senior
transfe r from Whitworth, are righthanders. " McCormack 's a little
more experienced than the other
people," Chissus said .
The two promising catchers who
have arrived at the Eastern baseball
sc ene are Jim McCo nne ll , a
sophomore transfer from Cen tral,
and Phil Pe tt it, a sop homore
transfer from Grays Ha rbor CC.
Chissus men tioned two new
prospects who are battling for sp~ts
in the infield. Steve Meyers and Ti m
Blair a transfer from Ya kima CC,
"could be right in the re," according
to Ch,ssus.
Another experienced prospect
who has turned out for this year's
squad 1s John Fa zzari, a sophomore
transfer from Whitman College.
Fazzari started in the outfield for
the Shockers last spring.
Chissus has observed potential in
these seven t ransfer ball players in
the early stages of pre-season practice. "These are the players most
apt to be starters from all the
tra nsfers," Chissus said.
A lot of freshmen are vying for
openings on the tea m and Cisssus
said, "It looks to me like a good
group of fresh man .' '
"We'll have a junior varsity tea m,
mostly freshme n, and after we've
played a fe w JV games we'll make
the cuts," Chissus said.
National East
Blschiri .. . .. . ... . . . ........ .. ..... 11 -0
Faculty . . . .. . .. . . . . ·. .. . . . . . .. . ..... 9-2
Hosers ... . . ... . . . . . .. ......... . . . . 8-3
Pearce Urinals .. . . .. . . . .... . .. . . .. . 6-5
Frog Hollow .... .. . ......... . .. .. . . . 4-7
Hooterville 5 ....................... 3-8
Sutton Mutton . .. . . ...... . ... .. ... . 2-8
Lifers . . .. .. . ... . .. . . . .. . .. . . . ..... 2-9
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Easterner Profile

Scott Schell: Sports Editor
HOME: Spokane, Washington
AGE: 22

the easterner

PROFESSION: Journalist
HOBBIES: Skiing, fishing, backpacking, tennis,
swimming, basketball, football , all sports.
Photography.

MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: "Power for Abundant Living" By Dr. Victor Paul Weirwille.
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Helped wife in the
delivery room in having their baby.
QUOTE: "Fear is man 's greatest enemy. It is
sand in the machinery of life. "
PROFILE: Mr. Sport. His rapport with athletes
allows him to get more than just the facts. He
goes beneath the surface to relay the emotions
involved.

AUTHENTIC: There are more than 1,000 college newspapers but only one
fine enough to bear the name, The
Easterner. The quality standards we set
have never vari ed. Into each story goes

PAPER: The Easterner

the f inest journ alistic talent.

NIATIVE AMERICAN DANCERS par1ake in a jig during activities for Indian awareness week at the Phase-II complex

Saturday night. The d nee w on of the highlight
ting lndi n cultur nd it tfect n Ameri .

